
DEVONPORT GREYHOUND FIELDS Tuesday (Afternoon) 14 January 2014 
 

Race 1 - 12:47 - DOWLING MCCARTHY TYRES - HOBART Mixed 4/5 580m 
1 337 NICKNAC NORRIS (Morris Strickland): Risky beginning railer, battles fairly this trip and is well boxed, show. 

2 585 FAIR GO (Alison Walker): Risky beginning railer and is not over strong, will find this tough. 

3 156 SIR SLATER (Morris Strickland): Risky beginning railer, just battles this trip and needs to settle close, place. 

4 513 DARK GLADIATOR (Alison Walker): Slow beginning railer, battles quite well and is racing nicely, chance. 

5 664 SOBER MOMENT (Russell Watts): Fair beginning railer, battles fairly but needs to settle close in this, rough. 

6 763 PALOOKA (Neville Allison): Fair beginning railer, has speed and battles well, looks a good chance. 

7 567 CHEERGIRL (Philip Cassidy): Slow beginning centre runner and is not over strong, this looks too hard. 

8 568 SANDY PINES (Anthony Bullock): Risky beginning railer, can battle fairly at times but is not well boxed. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: PALOOKA (6) might be able to lead this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: DARK GLADIATOR (4) will be a bit slow away but is quite strong and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: NICKNAC NORRIS (1) should settle close to the lead from this box and battles fairly well. 

 

Race 2 - 01:04 - DOWLING MCCARTHY TYRES - LAUNCESTON Juvenile 452m 
1 784 JIMINY CRICKET (Butch Deverell): Slow beginning railer, has some speed but is not over strong, place hope. 

2 384 COLLIDE'S POWER (Dale Hammersley): Slow beginning centre runner, battles fairly but place looks best. 

3 858 KALAWAY GEORGE (Butch Deverell): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, looks tested. 

4  MILLER'S ROCKET (Morris Strickland): First starter awkwardly boxed, market best guide. 

5 12 SO MANY TIMES (Eileen Thomas): Good beginning railer, has speed and battles fairly, looks a chance. 

6 527 PERUVIAN (Harvey Mitton): Good beginning railer, has some speed but is not strong, place at best. 

7 161 STELLA ACT (Edward Medhurst): Fair beginning railer, lacks speed but is quite strong, good chance in this. 

8 215 SHADOW HAMMER (Paul Tharle): Fair beginning centre runner, has some speed but is not over strong, place. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: STELLA ACT (7) should settle just behind the leaders and might be a bit too strong in the run home. 

 

DANGERS: SO MANY TIMES (5) has the speed to lead this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: COLLIDE’S POWER (2) will be slow away but has some speed and battles fairly. 

 

Race 3 - 01:22 - DOWLING MCCARTHY TYRES - BURNIE Juvenile 452m 

1  AMAZING HARRY (Lynden Nichols): First starter nicely boxed, market best guide. 

2 41 MERRICK PINES (Eileen Thomas): Risky beginning railer, battles fairly and has place claims. 

3 226 VIPER SURF (Russell Watts): Fair beginning railer, lacks speed but does run on well late, has a chance. 

4 117 WILD CINDY (Edward Medhurst): Slow beginning centre runner but is quite strong, good chance. 

5 836 CHAINSAW CHARLIE (Paul Tharle): Ex Vic performer with 2 starts for 2 unplaced runs, looks tested. 

6 856 DARK AGES (Wanda Hodgetts): Fair beginning railer but is not over strong, place at best. 

7  TOPLINE POWER (Michael Stringer): First starter in strong kennel, watch market. 

8 276 HOWZAT SANDY (Butch Deverell): Slow beginning centre runner, does best late but this looks too hard. 

9  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: WILD CINDY (4) will be a bit slow away but is quite strong with a clear run. 

 

DANGERS: VIPER SURF (3) should settle close to the lead in this and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: MERRICK PINES (2) has battles well over the shorter trips and should run well in this. 



 

Race 4 - 01:39 - HANKOOK TYRES - DRIVING EMOTION Grade 5 452m 
1 111 REAR WINDOW (Keith Nichols): Risky beginning railer, has some speed and battles strongly, good chance. 

2 527 ENFIELD FLAME (Alison Walker): Risky beginning railer, battles fairly but might find this a bit too hard. 

3 365 HELLYEAH FLICKA (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning railer, lacks speed but does battle fairly, place hope. 

4 155 BIT HOT HENRY (Graeme Taylor): Slow beginning centre runner but does run on quite well, is poorly boxed. 

5 342 MOON BREAKER (Thomas Doherty): SCRATCHED 

6 322 BAG OF SPICE (David Crosswell): Slow beginning centre runner, battles well but only looks a place hope. 

7 752 NINJA BEAR (Richard Hall): Risky beginning railer, battled better last time but this is harder, needs luck. 

8 356 DESIGNER RUSH (Reginald Dickenson): Slow beginning wide runner, has some speed and is well boxed. 

9 743 LOCKNANE CLINGER Res. (Dennis Lockley): Risky beginning railer, has some speed but does tire late. 

10 F68 YOUR NOTHIN' Res. (Rodney Campbell): Fair beginning railer but is not over strong, looks tested. 

 

TOP PICK: REAR WINDOW (1) should be one of the leaders from this box and will be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: BAG OF SPICE (6) will be a bit slow away but will be running on at the finish. 

 

ROUGHIE: DESIGNER RUSH (8) has some speed and has drawn his box, could run a cheeky race. 

 

Race 5 - 01:57 - TATTSBET.COM Grade 4 452m 

1 144 MIGHTY LOMAR (Nathan McMenamin): Risky beginning railer, battles well and is nicely boxed, good show. 

2 386 KREUZER GIBBS (Paul Donaldson): Risky beginning railer, has some speed and battles fairly, rough hope. 

3 112 FAST TURTLE (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning railer, has speed and battles fairly well, must lead this. 

4 443 READY TO ROCK (Keith Nichols): Slow beginning wide runner, runs on best late and looks a place chance. 

5 526 LITTLE SPIN (Jo-Anne Ivory): Risky beginning railer and just battles, will find this tough from this draw. 

6 222 MIGHTY SERIOUS (Eileen Thomas): Good beginning railer, has speed and battles well when leads, rough. 

7 777 NORWEST MAGGIE (Larry Tanner): Risky beginning railer, can battle fairly but must settle close, place. 

8 114 PAINTED DOTTY (Michael Stringer): Slow beginning railer, is strong but looks poorly boxed, needs luck. 

9 867 WHY FAIL Res. (Gerald Mace): Fair beginning wide runner, can battle well but needs a wide draw. 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: MIGHTY LOMAR (1) might be able to hold the lead from this box and will be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: MIGHTY SERIOUS (6) has the speed to lead and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: FAST TURTLE (3) should be one of the leaders and might be hard to catch if she leads. 

 

Race 6 - 02:14 - TASRACING ANGUS EVANS MEMORIAL CONSOLATION 452m 

1 332 VARCOE (Debbie Cannan): Risky beginning railer, has speed and battles fairly, good chance from this box. 

2 212 AN THAT (Rodney Campbell): Fair beginning railer, battles quite well and is nicely boxed, has a chance. 

3 453 ULTRA WHITE (Morris Strickland): Risky beginning railer, has some speed and battles fairly, must begin. 

4 743 OSCAR RALPH (Michael Stringer): Slow beginning centre runner, does battle well but place looks best hope. 

5 242 WYNBURN WIZARD (Scott Bryan): Slow beginning railer, has speed and battles well but is poorly boxed. 

6 143 DOMINATOR GIRL (David Crosswell): Good beginning railer, has speed and battles fairly, needs to lead. 

7 214 HELLYEAH FIONA (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning railer, is quite strong but is poorly drawn, needs luck. 

8 742 TEDDY TOM BOY (Morris Strickland): Fair beginning centre runner and battles well, chance from this box. 

9 214 BLACK RIP Res. (Shane Whitney): Good beginning railer, has speed and battles well, good chance if starts. 

10 514 LAUNNIE ROCKET Res. (David Crosswell): Fair beginning railer but will struggle against these. 

 

TOP PICK: TEDDY TOM BOY (8) should be one of the leaders and might be hard to hold out.  

 

DANGERS: AN THAT (2) might be able to settle just behind the leaders and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: OSCAR RALPH (4) will be slow away but will be running on well at the finish. 

 



Race 7 - 02:32 - REWIND Grade 5 452m 
1 31 FREESTYLE MOGUL (David Crosswell): Risky beginning railer, battles well and is nicely boxed, some hope. 

2 531 FLASH INNINGS (Anthony Dawson): Good beginning railer, has speed and battles fairly well, good chance. 

3 767 CUDDLE ME TED (Alison Walker): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, won’t worry these. 

4 253 BREAKING THE LAW (Keith Nichols): Slow beginning railer, runs on fairly well and is a rough chance. 

5 111 TOPLINE STAR (Michael Stringer): Risky beginning railer, battles quite strongly but is poorly boxed, chance. 

6 516 POINT MADE (David Crosswell): Fair beginning railer, has some speed and battles fairly, would need to lead. 

7 274 WINKLEE FRANK (Edward Howard): SCRATCHED 

8 234 SCOUSEROO (Gerald Mace): Fair beginning railer but is not over strong, will find this a bit too tough. 

9 743 LOCKNANE CLINGER Res. (Dennis Lockley): Risky beginning railer, has some speed but does tire late. 

10 F68 YOUR NOTHIN' Res. (Rodney Campbell): Fair beginning railer but is not over strong, looks tested. 

 

TOP PICK: FLASH INNINGS (2) has the speed to lead this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: FREESTYLE MOGUL (1) may settle closer to the lead from this box and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: BREAKING THE LAW (4) will be slow away but will be running on well at the finish. 

 

Race 8 - 02:49 - DOWLING MCCARTHY HANKOOK TYRES CUP FINAL S/E Final 452m 

1 611 HELLYEAH MISSILE (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning railer, has some speed and battles fairly, rough. 

2 611 HELLYEAH BOLT (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning railer, has speed and battles strongly, good chance. 

3 312 YAPPIN' JACK (Michael Stringer): Risky beginning railer, has speed and battles well, definite chance. 

4 631 ARCHIE GUMBALLS (David Burnett): Risky beginning railer but is quite strong, may get too far back. 

5 421 RUMBLING RICK (Dale Hammersley): Fair beginning railer, has some speed and battles well, some hope. 

6 611 JEFF THE TIPSTER (Russell Watts): Risky beginning centre runner, battles well but is poorly boxed. 

7 112 ARE ATE (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning centre runner, has some speed and battles well, place chance. 

8 151 PROVEN FANTASY (Paul Hili): Fair beginning railer, has speed and battles well, might have trouble crossing. 

9 212 AN THAT Res. (Rodney Campbell): Fair beginning railer, lacks speed but does battle well, needs inside box. 

10 242 WYNBURN WIZARD Res. (Scott Bryan): Slow beginning railer, has speed and battles well, needs inside box. 

 

TOP PICK: HELLYEAH BOLT (2) should be one of the leaders and will be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: YAPPIN’ JACK (3) is capable of leading and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: RUMBLING RICK (5) needs to begin well from this box but has speed and battles strongly here. 

 

Race 9 - 03:24 - WWW.HANKOOKTYRE.COM.AU Grade 4 452m 
1 728 LAKODA PRETTY (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning wide runner, has some speed and battles fairly. 

2 514 LAUNNIE ROCKET (David Crosswell): Fair beginning railer, has some speed and battles fairly, some hope. 

3 643 CHARLIE BOOTS (Gerald Mace): Risky beginning railer, battles fairly but only looks a place chance. 

4 785 POA'S BOY (Noelene Garwood): Slow beginning railer, can show speed and battle well, is down on best. 

5 851 TECHNOLOGY (Joan Nichols): Slow beginning centre runner, runs on best late and has a chance. 

6 554 PAT PINES (Paul Hili): Slow beginning centre runner, does best late but needs to settle closer, rough hope. 

7 874 FULL ON RUSH (Reginald Dickenson): Slow beginning railer, battles fairly but is not well boxed, needs luck. 

8 114 BIT HOT FINCHY (Graeme Taylor): Risky beginning centre runner, has speed and battles well, good chance. 

9 867 WHY FAIL Res. (Gerald Mace): Fair beginning wide runner, can battle well but needs a wide draw, place. 

10  * * * NO RESERVE * * * 

 

TOP PICK: BIT HOT FINCHY (8) should settle close to the lead from this box and will be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: LAUNNIE ROCKET (2) might be able to lead this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: PAT PINES (6) may settle closer to the lead against these and does keep coming. 

 

 



Race 10 - 03:42 - DOWLING MCCARTHY TYRES - EAST DEVONPORT Grade 5 452m 
1 757 BIT HOT SALLY (Graeme Taylor): Slow beginning centre runner, battles fairly but looks tested from this box. 

2 851 SOLO POWER (Thomas Doherty): Slow beginning wide runner and is not over strong, this is too hard. 

3 461 LOCKNANE HARRY (Dennis Lockley): Fair beginning railer, has some speed and battles well, has a chance. 

4 212 KIRKBY LODGE (David Crosswell): Risky beginning centre runner, has some speed and battles fairly, chance. 

5 728 WINKLEA JONNO (Patricia Howard): SCRATCHED 

6 316 WARATAH BOY (Patrick Hall): Risky beginning centre runner, battles well but must settle closer, place hope. 

7 766 WIGGLE WAGS (Rodney Campbell): Fair beginning railer but is not over strong, will struggle against these. 

8 114 MISS TAYLOR (Keith Nichols): Risky beginning railer, has some speed and battles well, chance if crosses. 

9 F68 YOUR NOTHIN' Res. (Rodney Campbell): Fair beginning railer but is not over strong, looks tested. 

10 743 LOCKNANE CLINGER Res. (Dennis Lockley): Risky beginning railer, has some speed but does tire late. 

 

TOP PICK: LOCKNANE HARRY (3) should be one of the leaders and might be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: KIRKBY LODGE (4) can begin well and has the speed to find the lead, could be hard to catch. 

 

ROUGHIE: WARATAH BOY (6) will be a bit slow away but will be running on well. 

 


